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ABSTRACT Systems enabling the continuous processing of large data streams have recently attracted the
attention of the scientific community and industrial stakeholders. Data Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs)
are complex and powerful frameworks able to ease the development of streaming applications in distributed
computing environments like clusters and clouds. Several systems of this kind have been released and
currently maintained as open source projects, like Apache Storm and Spark Streaming. Some benchmark
applications have often been used by the scientific community to test and evaluate new techniques to improve
the performance and usability of DSPSs. However, the existing benchmark suites lack of representative
workloads coming from the wide set of application domains that can leverage the benefits offered by the
stream processing paradigm in terms of near real-time performance. The goal of this article is to present a
new benchmark suite composed of 15 applications coming from areas like Finance, Telecommunications,
Sensor Networks, Social Networks and others. This article describes in detail the nature of these applications,
their full workload characterization in terms of selectivity, processing cost, input size and overall memory
occupation. In addition, it exemplifies the usefulness of our benchmark suite to compare real DSPSs by
selecting Apache Storm and Spark Streaming for this analysis.

INDEX TERMS Data stream processing, big data, benchmarking, apache storm, spark streaming.

I. INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing the exponential growth of data avail-
able from different kinds of sources (e.g., sensors, financial
tickers, social media) often producing information in the
form of streams [1], i.e. unbounded sequences of data items
received at variable speed. Consequently, there has been a
large scientific effort in the design and development of tools
for processing streams in a near real-time fashion to extract
actionable intelligence.

Although this recent interest, the Data Stream Processing
(DSP) topic has been studied for years. First-generation Data
Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs) like Aurora [2], Bore-
alis [3], STREAM [4], and StreamIt [5] have been originated
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from the Database community, and are designed to execute
relational algebra queries on data streams rather than on finite
and permanent relations (tables). This experience has opened
the domain of streaming analytics, with tools and languages
(e.g., SQL dialects like CQL [6]) to process streams of struc-
tured records (often called tuples) and to process them on-
the-fly to calculate online statistics.

As opposed to stream processing, batch processing
assumes permanent static inputs available from distributed
filesystems or in memory, and has been made available to
programmers with well-known frameworks like MapReduce
and Hadoop. Over the last years, to complement such set of
programming tools for Big Data and data-intensive comput-
ing, some second-generation DSPSs. (e.g., Apache Storm [7],
Apache Flink [8], Spark Streaming [9]) have been released
as open source projects, often under the Apache umbrella.
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Such systems have two distinguishable features with respect
to first-generation DSPSs. First, they are designed for dis-
tributed systems, and hide the complexity of designing a
distributed application to the final users. Second, they target
streaming applications not only in the domain of streaming
analytics, but a broader range of streaming workloads dealing
with structured or unstructured data (e.g., texts and images)
can be modeled and developed using their high-level API.
In most cases, this API allows building data-flow graphs of
streaming operators (tasks), which can be instantiated with
general user-defined code. Furthermore, each operator can
be internally replicated (according to its parallelism level),
in order to increase the processing throughput.

While the design of optimizations for DSPSs is a quite
hot topic in recent research, there is still the need of finding
representative streamingworkloads to assess the full potential
of new streaming techniques and optimization strategies. The
existing applications commonly used in the research literature
(e.g., LinearRoad [10] or the RIoTBench suite [11]) mainly
focus on the domain of relational algebra queries and stream-
ing analytics. However, they do not exhibit a high variety
of features in terms of their workload characterization and
complexity of the data-flow graphs. A more complete review
of the existing suites is given in Sect. II.
The main contribution of this article is to provide a new

benchmark suite (called DSPBench) of 15 applications com-
ing from different areas and all needing the processing fea-
tures offered by modern DSPSs. In some cases, such appli-
cations are derived from prior works, while in others we
have designed the application structure from scratch. This
results in a new rich suite of applications (the largest as far
as we known) that we publicly provide to the community in a
GitHub repository.1 The second goal is to create a low-level
API for the unified development of applications, enabling
them to be written once and ran anywhere as long as the
specific adapter components have been developed as well.
Finally, we exemplify the methodology based on our suite to
assess and compare the performance of two popular DSPSs
(Apache Storm and Spark Streaming), providing insights into
how DSPBench is capable of enabling a valuable comparison
between systems.

We claim that DSPBench can become a representative
benchmark suite for DSPSs in the future, and some of the
applications of our suite have already been used by some
existing research papers [12]–[14].2

This article is organized as follows. Sect. II reviews the
existing benchmark suites in the DSP domain. Sect. III shows
the architecture of our suite and its components. Sect. IV
presents the applications in DSPBench, with the description
of how we chose the different application areas, the descrip-

1DSPBench source code is available here: https://github.com/
GMAP/DSPBench

2BriskStream repository available here https://github.com/
Xtra-Computing/briskstream gives credit to our preliminary ver-
sion of some DSPBench applications available here https://github.
com/mayconbordin/storm-applications.

tion of each application and of their features. Sect. V presents
a full workload characterization of all the 15 applications.
Sect. VI exemplifies the use of our suite (with a subset of
its applications) for the evaluation of two popular DSPSs:
Apache Storm and Spark Streaming. Finally, Sect. VII draws
the conclusion of this article.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review the literature closely related to this
article. We introduce what are the main benchmark suites
available to the DSP community and which are their features
in terms of the presence of real-world applications, synthetic
ones, and whether a full workload characterization has been
proposed alongside the presentation of the suites. In this anal-
ysis, we highlight why a new suite is needed, and the reasons
because our new DSPBench attempts to fill the existing gaps.

A. EXISTING BENCHMARKS
One of the first proposed applications was the Linear Road
Benchmark [10] (LR). It simulates a tolling system in a ficti-
tious city with the purpose of calculating the toll values based
on traffic jams and accident proximity. The original suite
consists of five queries where only one (named Toll Noti-
fication) is a continuous query whose results are constantly
updated based on the contents of the data, while the others are
historical queries based on events stored in a database (so no
streaming). For benchmarking purposes, the LR queries have
recently been fused in a single application [12], in order to
compare Apache Storm and Flink with a more complex com-
position and interconnection of operators. A widely adopted
application is the Yahoo Streaming Benchmark [15] (YSB).
It is another relational algebra query simulating an advertise-
ment campaign, where records grouped by the same cam-
paign identifier are counted in time windows of 10 seconds.
Although the simplicity of this application, which includes a
filtering phase and a join with a static table, it is still used
in recent papers [16], [17] to test and compare prototypes of
new DSPSs.

BigDataBench [18] is a more recent suite of big data
applications. One of its merits is to include applications
beyond the set of relational algebra queries (search engines,
e-commerce, and social networks). However, most of the
applications are not for live streaming tasks, but they model
offline workloads that belong to the batch processing domain
(i.e. they are implemented in Spark and Hadoop). The suite is
currently maintained [19], and its last version (v5.0) consists
of 27 benchmarks from different domains (e.g., offline and
graph analytics, NoSQL and data warehousing). Only one
benchmark (grep) is provided in a streamed version with
Spark Streaming.

StreamBench [20] defines seven programs to test Apache
Storm and Spark Streaming. They have been designed after
a workload characterization in three dimensions: data type,
complexity, and use of historical data. The resulting applica-
tions still have a very simple form (four of them are based on
a single operator, even stateless), which is the main downside
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TABLE 1. Comparison between the existing benchmark suites of data stream processing applications. DSPBench is the new suite proposed in this article.
For each suite, we considered only streaming applications (continuous queries), while in some cases the suites provide also applications and their
characterization for non-streamed tasks.

of this suite. Only three applications are graphs of multiple
interconnected operators. However, they still perform sim-
ple computations (like calculating the maximum, minimum,
sum, and average of streaming inputs) and graphs are only
linear chains (pipelines) of operators. The suite is presented
by highlighting that its applications can be implemented in
any DSPSs provided that they are adapted to their specific
programming interfaces. So, a unified API seems to be not
provided. Furthermore, in their analysis, the authors propose
specific metrics to evaluate the impact of fault tolerance
support on the performance of DSPSs. We do not emphasize
this aspect in our evaluation, although this can be done in the
future starting from the same metrics used by StreamBench.

An interesting streaming suite is RIoTBench [11], which
defines 27 basic Internet of Things (IoT) tasks (e.g., filtering,
pattern matching, statistical analysis) that can be combined to
create micro-benchmarks. The authors propose four applica-
tions composed of a subset of those tasks. This suite is power-
ful and interesting since the task API has been designed to be
implemented in any DSPS. However, the suite evaluation is
performed only on Apache Storm, and the task selection has
beenmade in the field of IoT only, which was themain goal of
that work. Furthermore, although the nature of the proposed
tasks is well discussed in the paper, their workload charac-
terization is done in terms of operator selectivity (number of
outputs per input) and presence of an internal state, while it
could be extended with a more precise analysis in terms of
input size and processing time per input that is missing.

HiBench [21] is a suite originally developed to test
batch processing computing platforms like MapReduce and
Hadoop. The applications are designed to stress various com-
ponents like HDFS throughput based on the different data-
access patterns exhibited by the proposed workloads. Only
recently the suite has been extended to cover DSPSs, with
four micro-benchmarks (wordcount, fixed window, identity,
and repartition) used to evaluate specific aspects of streaming

engines like changing the parallelism of a streaming task. The
micro-benchmarks have been implemented in Apache Storm,
Flink, and Spark Streaming. Although the suite is dense of
applications for the batch processing part, the streaming suite
is quite small and does not contain complex applications
involving the interconnection of several streaming tasks.

B. COMPARISON OF BENCHMARK SUITES
The suites described before partially cover the full potential
and expressive power of modern DSPSs. In most cases, they
either focus on a single real-world application or they use a
set of synthetic/micro- benchmark applications. Furthermore,
only a few suites propose a precise workload characterization.
Indeed, the relevance of a benchmark suite depends on the
applications selected, as they need to represent the most
significant use cases as well as a broad and diverse range
of behaviors. In the specific domain of DSP, the workload
characterization should take into account different aspects
that we will describe in more detail in Sect. V.

Table 1 reports the features of the existing suites The reader
can derive the structure of each suite in terms of real-world
applications (if any) and micro-benchmarks, the DSPSs used
in the analysis, the presence of an API that unifies the devel-
opment of the applications in various systems, and themetrics
used in the analysis. The last row in the table reports the
features of our DSPBench, which enriches the panorama of
existing benchmark suites both in terms of the number of real-
world applications available, and in terms of their workload
characterization and presence of a unified API to ease the
development.

III. DSPBench ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe the architecture of DSPBench
based on the components shown in Figure 1. One of the main
goals of our suite is to enable the comparison among differ-
ent DSPSs, not only existing ones but also next-generation
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FIGURE 1. General architecture of DSPBench.

DSPSs that will be developed in the future. Ensuring that each
application has the same behavior across systems requires
some effort. This is because each DSPS exposes features in
a quite different way. For example, the API to create opera-
tors and to connect them in complex data-flow graphs with
different distribution policies is different between DSPSs.
Analogously, the parallelism level of each operator can be
specified in different ways, e.g., in the declaration of oper-
ators in Storm.

The translation of the application-agnostic code to the
DSPS-specific code is done by components called adapters.
An adapter is responsible for calling the API of the spe-
cific DSPS and adjusting the application logic accordingly.
By standardizing the development of applications, it becomes
possible to insert probes in the operators and tuples for mon-
itoring purposes. These probers can inject timestamps in the
tuples to track the latency, they can count the number of
received and sent tuples of an operator, as well as how much
time is required for processing one tuple in an operator and
subsequently calculating its instant throughput. The probers
used by default in the suite are for collecting throughput,
latency, and resource (CPU, memory, and network) usage.
Furthermore, specific components (validators) verify the cor-
rectness of the results.

Two other components of the architecture are the Input
and Output ones. The first is responsible for feeding the
applications with data streams while, the second one, for
storing the results so that they can be verified. The Input
component has been implemented using Apache Kafka [22],
a publish-subscribe distributed middleware. However, this
does not prevent others from using the benchmark suite with
a different messaging system (e.g., RabbitMQ or ActiveMQ)
by re-implementing the Input component. Similar considera-
tions can bemade for the Output component, which should be
based on a storage system able to cope with the throughput
provided by a DSPS. We decided to use Cassandra [23] to
store outputs arriving at the sinks of our applications. Also
in this case this choice can be reconsidered by changing the
implementation of the Output component only.

IV. DSPBench APPLICATIONS
This section describes the applications in DSPBench.We first
outline the criteria chosen for the application selection. Then,

FIGURE 2. Identified areas of interests in our bibliography search over
the last eleven years.

TABLE 2. Papers used in our applications selection.

we describe each application in terms of its operator graph
and features (communication and role).

A. APPLICATION DOMAINS
The relevance of a benchmark suite is strictly dependent on
how its applications have been chosen. The goal inDSPBench
was to select applications covering a wide spectrum of areas
in the DSP domain. To this end, we searched for papers
describing new DSPSs, performance comparisons between
systems, and use cases. We applied an in-depth search of the
literature over the last eleven years based on both analytical
and browsing approaches [24]. Several query terms were
formulated as well as synonyms and variations in order to
retrieve papers matching those queries. Furthermore, an ini-
tial set of papers were selected, and starting from them a
path was followed through their bibliography, until the point
where no more new papers were found. The main areas
identified from the set of 50 resulting papers were: sen-
sor networks, advertising, finance, telecommunication, social
networks, synthetic applications, and network monitoring.
The percentage of papers in our set belonging to the different
areas is depicted in Figure 2 and the complete list can be
found in Table 2.

The choice of the applications requires the use of a suitable
workload characterization in order to discard those with
very similar behavior. In past works [69], two techniques are
employed to collect information enabling such characteriza-
tion: performance measurement instrumentation and source
code analysis. While the first requires a modification of
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the code to allow the collection of statistics at run time,
the second one is fully static. We adopt both approaches in
DSPBench.

In addition, we need to identify the relevant classification
dimensions of DSP applications. Past results are the ones
from the topic of scheduling algorithms for DSPSs, as they
usually estimated the cost of applications/operators to build
an execution plan accomplishing a target Quality of Service
(QoS). In [70] the authors propose a scheduling algorithm
able to reduce the latency and memory consumption with
results very close to the optimal. The importance of memory
usage was also acknowledged by the early schedulers for
first-generation DSPSs [71]. Thus,memory usage is an aspect
that has to take part in the characterization criteria.

Early works like [72] characterized the parameters affect-
ing the operator cost. They are: i) the input size, ii) the
selectivity, iii) the average time to execute the user-function
on each input, iv) the time to send outputs to destination
operators. Such information can be obtained by instrumenting
the code to collect such statistics.

The other two application-wise aspects need to be included
in the approach. The first is the identification of the operator
types involved in an application. A classification of operators
can be easily done based on relational algebra for stream
analytics (e.g., selection, projection, join, aggregates, group-
by). For streaming applications in other areas, we classify
operators based on their selectivity (filter, map, and flat-
map) and the presence of an internal state. The second is
related to the number of operators per application and their
communication pattern, i.e. the form of the data-flow graph.
At least two categories can be identified: applications based
on linear chains (pipelines) of operators, and applications
with more complex acyclic graphs, where an operator can
apply several distribution strategies to different subscribers.
Furthermore, each distribution between operators can have
different semantics. Three are the most used: i) shufflemeans
that outputs of an operator are delivered to the next operator,
and internally to one of its replicas, randomly; ii) group-by
field means that all the inputs with the same key attribute(s)
are delivered to the same replica of the next operator; iii)
broadcastmeans that each input is delivered to all the replicas
of the next operator. The identification of these aspects can
be made by a source code analysis as well as through code
instrumentation.

Table 3 summarizes the different aspects of our workload
characterization. We will describe the results later in the next
section. We point out that our approach extends past works
about benchmark suites for streaming applications. Indeed,
the characterization proposed in StreamBench [20] was lim-
ited to three dimensions (data type, presence of multiple
operators, and use of historical data), while RIoTBench [11]
focuses on applications in the IoT domain only.

B. THE BENCHMARK SUITE
We describe the 15 applications in DSPBench with a descrip-
tion for each one, a figure showing the data-flow graph and

TABLE 3. Workload characterization aspects in our approach.

FIGURE 3. Word Count application (WC).

communication/operator type. Over the connection between
consecutive operators, we report the distribution type (no
label is shown for shuffle distributions). Furthermore, we will
show for each operator a unique identifier (ID) that will
be used in the results of the workload characterization (in
Section V).

1) WORD COUNT (WC)
WC is a popular synthetic application splitting the sentences
of a long text in words, and counting the number of occur-
rences of each word in the whole corpus. While the operator
(Splitter) doing the splitting of words is stateless, words
are sent to the instances of the operator doing the counting
(WordCounter) in such a way that all the instances of the
same word are delivered to the same instance of the counting
operator. The graph (see Figure 3) is a pipeline with a group-
by distribution in the middle.

2) MACHINE OUTLIER (MO)
MO receives resource usage readings from computers in a
network, calculates the Euclidean distance of reading from
the cluster center of a set of readings in a given time period,
and applies the BFPRT algorithm to detect abnormal read-
ings [73]. This application has been cleaned and integrated
into our suite from an old GitHub repository.3 The data-flow
graph in Figure 4 shows a pipeline of operators with a group-
by distribution in the middle.

3) LOG PROCESSING (LP)
The LP application4 receives a stream of logs coming from
HTTP web servers. They are in the Common Log Format
and need to be parsed in order to extract the relevant data
fields, such as the timestamp, request verb, resource name, IP

3https://github.com/yxjiang/stream-outlier.
4We adapted the code available (only for Apache Storm) in the

GitHub repository https://github.com/domenicosolazzo/
click-topology.
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FIGURE 4. Machine Outlier application (MO).

FIGURE 5. Log Processing application (LP).

address of the user, and the status code. The data-flow graph
is shown in Figure 5.

The parsed stream is duplicated to three operators. TheVol-
umeCounter operator counts the number of visits per minute,
with each event representing a single visit. The StatusCounter
operator stores the number of occurrences of each status code
in an associative array. The GeoFinder operator finds the
location of the user using its IP address and an IP location
database (MaxMind or GeoIP), and emits a new event with
the name of the country and city of the user if found. The sub-
sequent operator, GeoStats, receives the location information
and updates the counter per country and city, emitting the new
values.

4) SENTIMENT ANALYSIS (SA)
The SA application5 uses a simple NLP (Natural Language
Processing) technique to calculate the sentiment of sentences,
consisting of counting positive and negative words and using
the difference to indicate the polarity of the sentence. The
application is designed to receive a stream of tweets in JSON
format, where each tweet has to be preliminary parsed in
order to extract the relevant fields (identifier of the tweet, lan-
guage, and text content). The graph is the pipeline in Figure 6.

5Our code has been inspired by the code in the repository https://
github.com/voltas/real-time-sentiment-analytic.

FIGURE 6. Sentiment Analysis application (SA).

FIGURE 7. Traffic Monitoring application (TM).

After being parsed, the tweets are filtered to remove those
that have been written in a language that is not supported
by the application. By default, only English is supported,
although our code has been designed in order to easily
switch between languages by loading the right list of nega-
tive/positive words that must be available to support a new
language. The Classifier operator is in charge of removing
so-called stop words, i.e. words that usually do not carry
sentiment and thus are irrelevant. Then, it counts the positive
and negative words in the message. Finally, the sentiment of
the tweet is produced outside: it is positive if the number
of occurrences of positive words is greater than the negative
ones, or negative otherwise.

5) TRAFFIC MONITORING (TM)
The TM application6 is a chain of operators as in Figure 7.
It receives events emitted from vehicles containing their iden-
tifier, location (latitude and longitude from a GPS), direction,
current speed, and timestamp. The MapMatcher operator
receives these events and identifies the road that vehicles are
riding. To do so, this operator is initialized with a bounding
box that corresponds to the borders of the city being mon-
itored, enabling the component to eliminate the events that
occurred outside the city limits. It also loads a shapefile with
all the roads of the city, which is used to lookup the road
that vehicles are riding based on their current location. Geo-
spatial operations are done using the GeoTools library [74].

After finding the road, the MapMatcher operator appends
the road ID to the event and forwards it to the SpeedCalculator
operator, which calculates the average speed of the vehicles
for each road creating a new event with the timestamp, road
ID, average speed and the number of vehicles on the road.

6Our TM code extends the source code available for Storm at https:
//github.com/whughchen/RealTimeTraffic.
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FIGURE 8. Spam Filter application (SF).

6) SPAM FILTER (SF)
The SF application uses Naive Bayes [75] to analyze if email
messages are spam (or ham). As opposed to other applications
that require an offline training phase, in this case, there is a
training stream that enables the application to be trained in
real-time. The data-flow graph (see Figure 8) is composed
of several operators. This application processes two logically
separated streams (for online training and for the analysis),
which is a feature not used by previous applications.

The application also supports offline training, whichmeans
that the probabilities of words are pre-loaded by the Word-
Probability operator. In this case, the events from the Tok-
enizer operator do not need to be grouped by word since
all the instances of WordProbability have a static read-only
table with all the probabilities of the words. The advantage
of offline training is that the recovery of an operator after a
failure is very quick since it only needs to load the probability
file again instead of having the be trained from scratch. The
downside is that instances of this operator consume memory
to load the large probability file.

7) TRENDING TOPICS (TT)
The goal of TT is to extract topics from a stream of tweets,
count the occurrences for each topic in a window of events
(limited size), and emits only the popular topics (i.e. the
trending topics).

The occurrences of topics are tracked by a sliding-window
operator (RollingCounter), which advances by a fixed inter-
val of time. The IntermediateRanking operator is used to rank
a subset of topics, and in a fixed interval of time, these inter-
mediate scores are sent to the TotalRanker operator, which
merges the intermediate scores and emits the final ranking
scores of topics. The graph is a pipeline of operators shown
in Figure 9.
An example of such an application is the TwitterMoni-

tor [76], a system that detects trends in real-time from Twitter.
A similar application has also been used to compare the
performance of a traffic monitoring and analysis tool called
BlockMon [67].

FIGURE 9. Trending Topic application (TT).

FIGURE 10. Click Analytics application (CA).

8) CLICK ANALYTICS (CA)
CA receives events from users accessing a website. These
inputs are logs from the web server, usually in the Common
Log Format, which means they have to be parsed in order to
extract the relevant data fields. The most common fields are
the timestamp, URL, IP address of the user, identifier of the
user (the IP address is used if the ID is not available). The
graph is depicted in Figure 10.

After the Source operator, the stream is broadcast to two
destination streams using a different distribution strategy
(shuffle and group-by). In the RepeatVisit operator, events
are grouped based on the URL and ID of the user. These
two fields are used as a key in an associative array to verify
if the user has already visited the URL or not. The down-
stream operator VisitStats counts the total number of visits
and unique visits.

On the other stream, the events are randomly distributed
among the instances of the Geography operator. During the
initialization, it creates a connection to a remote database
(both MaxMind or GeoIP can be used). Upon receiving an
event, the operator queries the database with the user IP
address and receives as a result the location of the user. The
operator extracts from the location the name of the city and
the country and forwards them as a new event to the GeoStats
operator. This latter stores some information fields for each
country in an associative array. One field is a counter of visits.
The other is an associative array with counters per city within
the country. Upon the arrival of events, this operator updates
the content of its associative array and emits the new values.
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FIGURE 11. Fraud Detection application (FD).

FIGURE 12. Spike Detection application (SD).

9) FRAUD DETECTION (FD)
FD uses a Markov model [77], created during an offline
phase, to calculate the probability of a credit card transaction
is a fraud. The source operator is in charge of cleaning the
raw input stream of credit card transactions that are delivered
to the Predictor operator grouped by identifier. The predictor
uses the model to emit transactions that are considered a fraud
with a minimum threshold probability. The graph is shown
in Figure 11.

10) SPIKE DETECTION (SD)
The SD application (see Figure 12) receives a stream of read-
ings from sensors in order to monitor spikes. The MovingAv-
erage operator receives these events grouped by the sensor
identifier and maintains for each identifier a moving window.
When a new event is received, the operator adds the new value
to the corresponding window and emits a new event with the
identifier of the device, the current value, and the moving
average. The operator SpikeDetector receives these events
and based on a threshold value specified at initialization,
checks whether the current event is a spike or not, by com-
puting the relative difference between the current value and
the average of the last window and emitting those values that
exceed the threshold.

11) BARGAIN INDEX (BI)
BI is used in past research papers [25], [26], [78] to evaluate
IBM InfoSphere Streams [79] (we translated the code to be
included in our suite, making it available to be run in any
DSPS). The application analyzes stocks available for selling
in quantity and price below the mean observed in the last time

FIGURE 13. Bargain Index application (BI).

window. To this end, the application computes a so-called
bargain index, a scalar value representing the magnitude of
the bargain. The data-flow graph is shown in Figure 13. The
system is fed by a stream of trades and quotes from a financial
market. A trade is a completed transaction while a quote is
a selling/buying proposal (called the bid/ask in the financial
jargon). The Source operator receives both types of inputs and
splits them in two separate streams analyzed in parallel.

The VWAP operator computes the volume-weighted aver-
age price of trades for the same stock symbol over a window
of the last 15 trades received. The BargainIndexer opera-
tor receives quotes and calculates the bargain index (which
requires the comparison between the price and volume of the
quote with the last VWAP computed). Only quotes with a
bargain index greater than a threshold are emitted to the sink.
Further information about the definition of the bargain index,
and of past uses of this application, can be found in [25], [26],
[78].

12) REINFORCEMENT LEARNER (RL)
We developed this application based on an existing reposi-
tory of predictive and exploratory machine learning tools.7

The application has only one operator doing the processing
(ReinforcementLearner). It uses the interval estimate algo-
rithm [80], and to choose the action to take, it uses second-
order statistics of the reward distribution. The graph is shown
in Figure 14.
The input stream conveys PRLs (Page Request Logs) con-

sisting of a session identifier, and a counter incremented
at each new request. The ReinforcementLearner operator
decides which page to display from a pre-configured list and
sends a new event with the session and page identifiers. The
source also receives CTRs (Click Through Rates) for each
one of the pre-configured pages, which can be translated as
the performance of each page displayed to the users. The CTR
data are also fed into the ReinforcementLearner for building
a reward histogram of each page. This is used for the learning
algorithm to improve its decision making.

The algorithm is characterized by two phases: exploration
and exploitation. In the beginning, the reward distribution

7https://github.com/pranab/avenir
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FIGURE 14. Reinforcement Learner application (RL).

FIGURE 15. Smart Grid Monitoring application (SM).

does not have enough data, so the algorithm chooses actions
randomly. When enough data are available, the exploitation
phase begins, with the algorithm choosing actions with the
highest mean reward.

13) SMART GRID MONITORING (SM)
This application was proposed for the DEBS 2014 Grand
Challenge.8 It monitors the energy consumption of a smart
electricity grid in order to allow load predictions and detec-
tion of outliers. It is based on a graph of operators as depicted
in Figure 15.

The application produces two results: outliers per house
and house/plug load predictions. The outlier detection is done
by first calculating the global median of all houses and then
comparing it with the median of each house plug (values
above the global median are considered outliers). The pre-
diction uses the current average and median to predict future
loads.

14) TELECOM SPAM DETECTION (VS)
The application (called VoipStream or simply VS) detects
telemarketing users by analyzing Call Detail Records (CDRs)

8http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in/debs2014/?page_id=42

FIGURE 16. Voip Stream application (VS).

using a set of filters based on time-decaying bloom fil-
ters [81]. A similar application is used in the evaluation of the
BlockMon system [67]. The application consists of a complex
graph of 12 operators depicted in Figure 16.

Apart from the source, the other operators in VS belong
to two categories: filters and scorers. Filters (CT24, ECR,
ECR24, ENCR, and RCR) implement on-demand time-
decaying bloom filters to keep track of the number of unique
incoming participants in a way that the actual rate decays
according to the insertion time. Scorers receive rates from
filters and emit a properly weighted value once they have
received at least one rate from each input. The application
makes intensive use of group-by distributions (using two
fields, the caller, and the callee identifiers).

15) ADS ANALYTICS (AD)
AD is an application based on previous research papers [82]
to calculate the Click Through Rate (CTR) of advertisements
(ads). It receives two streams of events: impressions of ads
and clicks of ads. With those two streams, the CTR is cal-
culated for the combination of the user query and advertise-
ment identifier. The total sum of impressions and clicks per
query/ads pair is stored in memory and updated based on a
time window. The CTR is emitted at fixed intervals of time
for each query/ads pair. The graph (see Figure 17) is a graph
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TABLE 4. Areas and datasets of each application in DSPBench.

FIGURE 17. Ads Analytics application (AA).

of four operators: two source operators sending data with a
group-by distribution.

V. WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION
A summary of the chosen applications, the selected areas, and
the origin of the datasets used to reproduce a realistic input
stream for each of them is provided in Table 4. Most of the
datasets consist of data from real-world scenarios. In the case
of FD, RL, and VS, a dataset has not been found, instead,
a random generator has been used and included in the source
code of DSPBench.

There are also cases where the size of the dataset is not big
enough, i.e. the dataset can be consumed in a few minutes,
requiring it to be replicated until its size becomes accept-
able. It is important to note that replicating a dataset is not
always as simple as making copies of it. There are cases
where some data fields have to be changed in order to not
break the application semantics. As an example, datasets that
have timestamp fields must be altered in order to follow a
continuous timeline. This is done automatically by the Input
component of the DSBBench architecture (see Figure 1).
To characterize the selected applications, we conducted

specific experiments on a single machine in order to measure
the selectivity of operators, the time required to process one
tuple per operator, the size of the tuples at each operator,
and the memory usage of the applications. They are all
characteristics requiring instrumentation as shown in Table 3.
The machine is an Intel Core i7 5500U with a clock rate

of 2.4 GHz, 8 GB of RAM, 1 TB Hard Drive + 8 GB SSD,
and Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 64bit. For what regards the remaining
two static characteristics (operator type and communication
pattern) requiring source code analysis, they have already
been provided in the previous section with the description of
the applications and of their data-flow graphs.

The results of the selectivity analysis are shown in Fig-
ure 18a for the operators of the 15 applications (we excluded
sources because they do not receive inputs and sinks because
they do not emit outputs). As already stated, the selectiv-
ity is the ratio between the total number of tuples received
and emitted by the same operator. The greater the selectiv-
ity, the greater is the number of tuples emitted per input.
However, this does not necessarily mean that the overhead
increases, as some DSPSs group tuples and send them in
batches to optimize communications. From the analysis,
the applications in the suite with higher selectivity are WC
(with the Splitter operator), TT (RollingCounter), and SF
(Tokenizer). This last is by far the one with the highest
selectivity. For the other applications, selectivity is in most
cases smaller than 1.0 (filtering) or exactly 1.0 (for map and
projection operators).

The second observed characteristic is the time spent by an
operator to process a single input tuple. The results are shown
in Figure 18b correspond to the 95-th percentiles obtained
from samples retrieved every 5 seconds (several hundreds
of samples are retrieved for each operator during the long-
running of the applications). Here we also include the source
operators in the analysis.

There are applications with homogeneous processing times
across operators, while others have bigger differences. The
highest processing time is for the Tokenizer operator (OP2)
in SF, which can be explained by its high selectivity, see Fig-
ure 18a. The second computationally-demanding application
is TM,where the slowest operator isMapMatcher (OP1). This
happens although this operator actually filters some tuples
(it checks the bounding box of the city by discarding inputs
not falling in the monitored area). However, although with
a selectivity less than 1.0, its computational cost is high
due to the calls of the GeoTools functions, which revealed
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FIGURE 18. Selectivity and processing time per input (95-th percentile) of the operators in DSPBench.

expensive. For WC the slowest operator is the one splitting
sentences into words (OP1). MO is a fine-grained computa-
tion where the slowest operator is the source producing the
stream inputs. This also happens for TT. For VS, although it
has a complex graph, one operator (ValidationDetector, OP1)
is the slowest one, because it broadcasts each input tuple to
six distinct operators as shown in Figure 16.
Figure 19a shows the size of the tuples handled by the oper-

ators of the applications in our suite. In some cases, the size
is variable during the execution, while in others it is fixed
to a specific value. In both cases, we report the sizes using
boxplots. The usual behavior of the tuple size is to decrease
along the path from the sources to downstream the data-
flow graph, which is why the source has usually the greater
tuple size. Some exceptions are MO, FD, SA, SM, and RL,
where the tuple size increases along the path. This happens
because the original tuple is carried along with the steps in
the graph, while more information fields are aggregated with
the tuple at each step. It is worth noting that the tuple size
and the selectivity are often not correlated. There are cases,
e.g., SF with the Tokenizer operator (OP2), where although
the selectivity is high, the tuple size is small as well as its
variation.

It is important to have applications with different patterns
of memory usage in the benchmark suite. Figure 19b shows
the distribution of the memory usage, measured at fixed time
intervals during the execution (every second). The chart is
a kernel density plot showing the density corresponding to
continuous values of memory occupation. The selected appli-
cations exhibit five memory behaviors: fixed and variable
memory usage; and low, medium, and high memory usages.

In Figure 19b, applications with a wide base in the chart
have a high variation of memory usage (like AA, BI, VS,
and TM), while those with a narrow base have a less variable
memory consumption (like WC, SD, SA, LP, and SF). As a
further observation, we point out that bigger tuple sizes do
not necessarily mean high and variable memory usage (like
in VS).

VI. EXPERIMENTS
The aim of this final section is to exemplify the use of
DSPBench to evaluate different DSPSs. We do this by select-
ing a small representative subset of the applications in our
suite, and we consider two different DSPSs: Apache Storm
and Spark Streaming. These two systems are worth being
compared because they adopt different processing models
(one tuple-at-a-time versus micro-batching). Although a full
comparison between DSPSs is not our goal, we propose this
analysis to show the potential of our suite to stress different
aspects of the DSPS architecture.

The chosen subset of applications is composed by Log-
Processing (LP), TrafficMonitoring (TM), and WordCount
(WC). LP is an application example with a complex acyclic
data-flow graph (see Figure 5), involving several kinds of
distributions (shuffle and group-by) as well as a broadcast
out of the Source operator. TM has been chosen for its
large memory footprint and because it is very computation-
ally demanding (the MapMatcher operator is one with the
highest processing time per input). Finally, WC has been
selected because it exhibits a medium level of selectivity (see
Figure 18a), which is instead very low in the other chosen
applications.
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FIGURE 19. Tuple size and memory usage of the 15 applications in DSPBench.

A. PLATFORM SETUP AND METRICS
The experiments were executed in the Azure Cloud com-
puting service with a cluster of eight computing instances,
one master instance, and three data instances, all of the type
Medium (Standard_A2) running Ubuntu. Each instance has
two CPU cores, 3.5 GB of memory, a local HDD of 135 GB
with a maximum I/O disk throughput estimated in 500 IOPS.
The message system adopted was Apache Kafka installed on
the 3 data instances. The data producers that fed Kafka were
also installed on the data instances, thus avoiding network
traffic. Each data instance had one data producer reading data
from a separate HDD and forwarding it to Kafka. On the
application side, the number of Kafka partitions always
matched the number of instances of the source operator in
each application.

Each experiment is executed three times until the whole
dataset for the given application has been emitted to the
DSPS. All metrics are calculated after the end of the execu-
tion, by querying the storage system that recorded the stream
outputs. Some measurements, such as the throughput of a
single operator instance, are logged locally and then flushed
to the storage system. We configure DSBBench with some
probers (see Sect. III) to collect the following measurements
and derive corresponding metrics:
• throughput: it is collected at the level of single oper-
ators by using a counter and a variable to record the
current timestamp. The instant throughput is measured
as the ratio between the number of outputs produced and
the current running time. Instant throughput samples are
then aggregated to produce the average throughput per
operator;

• latency: every tuple has a creation timestamp recorded
when it is generated by the source outside the DSPS.
All the tuples flowing in the graph inherit the creation
timestamp of the upstream tuples according to [83]. The
instant latency is measured as the difference between
the current time at the sink and the creation timestamp
contained in the received tuple. We usually use the 95-th
percentiles of the instant latency, and the Network Time
Protocol (NTP) to ensure a coherent global time in the
cluster;

• resource consumption: this prober uses Ganglia [84]
to monitor the nodes in the clusters. The goal is to
collect consumption metrics related to CPU, memory
and network utilization, in order to study the behavior
of the DSPS by changing the application configuration
(e.g., number of used nodes and the parallelism of each
operator).

A common issue in configuring Storm and Spark Stream-
ing applications is to choose the right parallelism level of each
operator/transformation. Such parameters must be carefully
chosen by the user to get satisfactory performance with rea-
sonable resource consumption. The approach chosen in this
article is to calculate the weighted average of the processing
time required by one tuple for each operator in relation to
the overall processing time of one tuple in the whole appli-
cation. To experiment with more configurations, the initial
assignment of parallelism to each operator is used as a starting
point, and, based on a set of multipliers, we experimented
with other configurations with higher parallelism within the
cluster limit.
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FIGURE 20. Latency (95-th percentile) of WordCount (WC), LogProcessing (LP) and TrafficMonitoring (TM) with Apache Storm and Spark Streaming on
the Azure cluster.

B. LATENCY AND THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS
We report the 95-th percentile of the latency measured
on the Azure cluster. The results are shown in Figure 20.
We report the 95-th percentile because the mean value
hides the presence of outliers while the maximum value
is ill-affected by single outliers. In each plot, we report
the best configurations found. Each configuration is iden-
tified with a label in the form (for WC for exam-
ple): nNodes_xSources_xSplitter_xCounters_xSinks, i.e. we
report the number of used nodes in the cluster, and the paral-
lelism of each operator (for WC four operators, the source,
splitter, counter and sink). If the operators have the same
parallelismM , we use the notation nNodes_xM .
The latency of WC in Storm and Spark Streaming is

reported in Figure 20a and 20d. ForWC, we tried 52 different
configurations using 1, 2, 4, and 8 nodes. For each number of
nodes, we report only the best configurations found for the
sake of brevity. As a general consideration, Storm provides
better latency, under 15 seconds in most cases. Spark Stream-
ing provides instead more stable latency values, stable in the
best configurations but higher than Storm. The batch size

of Spark Streaming has been set to one second, which was
an acceptable compromise to optimize throughput without
hampering latency toomuch. Qualitatively, the same outcome
has been achieved with the other two applications: LP and
TM. TM is the most computationally demanding application
in our suite, and this reflects in high latency values measured
in both the DSPSs (with Storm still better), while LP exhibits
a smaller latency, due to its more fine-grained nature.

The average throughput is shown in Figure 21. Also in
this case we report the best configurations, while error bars
(when visible) report the standard error. For WC and TM
the average throughput is measured in the Sink (number of
outputs received), while for LP we aggregate the average
throughput of the last three operators present in the data-
flow graph (see Figure 5): VolumeCounter, StatusCounter,
and GeoStats. The result is that throughput slowly increases
with more nodes (and a proper choice of the parallelism per
operator) except in TM with Spark Streaming, where using
more nodes does not bring any improvement for this specific
application. In general, stream processing applications do not
exhibit perfect scalability, due to their very erratic nature
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FIGURE 21. Throughput (error bars report the standard error) of WordCount (WC), LogProcessing (LP) and TrafficMonitoring (TM) with Apache Storm
and Spark Streaming on the Azure cluster.

(e.g., in most cases the throughput improvement is limited
by a skewed distribution of the key attributes used to group
input tuples). However, the general outcome is that Storm out-
performs Spark Streaming both in latency and throughput for
the three considered applications (although Spark Streaming,
with its micro-batched architecture, provides stabler results).

C. RESOURCE CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS
One of the features of DSPBench is to provide easy-
to-plug probers for different performance/consumption
metrics. In this part, we report the results in terms
of resource utilization, where we are interested in
CPU, memory, and network utilization. The results are
in Figure 22.

We report the most interesting results. Network utilization
is shown for two applications: WC and LP (TM, which is
computationally demanding and with low throughput, shows
very low network utilization). For both Spark Streaming (with
WC, see Figure 22a) and Storm (with LP, see Figure 22b),
the network utilization in MB/second slightly increases with
configurations using more nodes in our cluster, while it is
minimal with few used nodes. This trend is less evident in LP

with Storm because the application has a low selectivity (see
Figure 18a) compared with WC, and fewer tuples are emitted
per time unit by its operators. As expected, configurations
providing better throughput are also the ones exhibiting the
greater network activity, since more tuples are pushed down-
stream.

In terms of CPU and memory consumption, Figures 22c
and 22d show the results for the same scenarios. As a general
trend, CPU utilization decreases with configurations using
more nodes in the cluster. By looking at the throughput
results, there is a clear correlation between throughput and
CPU utilization: configurations using more nodes which,
however, do not provide higher throughput are the ones with
lower CPU utilization on the cluster nodes because more
resources are not used effectively. In terms of memory con-
sumption, the two DSPSs look different in dealing with the
two applications. While WC exhibits a constant memory
consumption with more nodes, LP exhibits instead a decreas-
ing trend, although this happens slowly. This is in line with
the workload characterization done in the previous section,
where LP exhibited a lower overall memory occupation, more
sensible to variations based on how the internal state of the
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FIGURE 22. Resource (network, cpu and memory) utilization of WordCount (WC) with Spark Streaming and LogProcessing (LP) with Apache Storm on the
Azure cluster. Error bars report the standard error.

operators is maintained and split in case of higher operator
parallelism.

D. FINAL DISCUSSION
The results show that Storm performs better than Spark
Streaming for the three chosen applications. It generally
provides higher throughput and lower latency. In terms of
resource utilization, experiments that performed better on
throughput also had the highest CPU, memory, and network
utilization among the configurations with the same number
of nodes.

One of the takeaways of this analysis is the importance
of a careful configuration of the application in terms of the
number of nodes and the choice of the parallelism per oper-
ator. DSPSs traditionally adopt basic strategies for choosing
how to map operators onto nodes, while the research is dense
of advanced strategies for operator placement that are not
however included in the default run-time system of those
DSPSs. The choice of the degree of parallelism for each oper-
ator is also a decisive point in achieving good performance.
However, its selection is essentially left to the programmer in
all the existing traditional DSPSs.

The presented experiments have the purpose of showing
that DSPBench is a benchmark suite able to assess the differ-
ences among the existing DSPSs on a rich set of applications.
This section focuses on three of them for the sake of space,
while for all the applications in our suite a complete workload
characterization has been given.

VII. CONCLUSION
Data Stream Processing is a computing paradigm useful in
an emerging set of applications that process live streams
of data. Several existing open-source systems (DSPSs) have
been released to develop such kind of applications in dis-
tributed systems like clusters. Although DSPSs have been
available for years, few benchmark suites of real-world appli-
cations have been developed and made publicly available to
the research community. This article presented DSPBench
which, as far as we know, is the most complete suite of real-
world applications present in the literature. It is composed

of 15 applications. Some of them have been taken from the
literature and adapted for the specific purpose of comparing
systems, while others have been designed from scratch. This
article provides a full workload characterization of all the
applications in terms of memory utilization, tuple size, cost
per tuple, and selectivity of their operators.

In the final part of this article, we have shown results that
can be obtained by using our suite for comparing DSPSs.
We chose three applications as a representative subset and two
DSPSs of wide popularity. Results are provided in terms of
latency, throughput and resource utilization (CPU, memory,
and network), showing the effectiveness of our benchmark
suite (based on probers) to get metrics. Our work has a high
degree of extendibility, with other applications that can be
included in the future by respecting our API. Furthermore,
our work can be the basis of several new kinds of research that
can be developed in the future to evaluate new optimizations
for DSPSs evaluated on our rich and publicly available set of
applications that we made available to the community.
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